Waterwheels in Red & Black
Red, black and white is a timeless color
combination for quilts. This Waterwheels
quilt is an updated version of the Green
Waterwheels Quilt from Debby Kratovil’s
book: Paper Piecing Perfect Points.
Those awesome, sharp points can easily
be achieved with paper piecing. Of
course, you can make this quilt in any
color combination you desire! All patches
can be pre-cut ahead of time so you
begin sewing right away!
Students will learn:
-- Paper piecing with accuracy
-- Accurate 1/4” piecing
-- Working with curved units
Students should be able to complete
several of the 16 units in a 3 hour class
and more in a 6 hour class.
Waterwheels in Red & Black
Block/Unit Size: 8”
Quilt Size: 32” x 32”
Workshop taught by Debby Kratovil

Supply List on next page for students to pre-cut
their patches, along with a line drawing of
several blocks for color planning.

We will discuss assembly and borders in class.
A beginning set of 4 foundations for blocks to
make in class, along with master patterns, multipage handout of clear, illustrated instructions,
and full size background templates are also
included.

Green Waterwheels Quilt: 54” x 76”
(no pattern given for this)

Spinning Waterwheels Quilt© by Debby Kratovil (kratovil@his.com)
Planning Sheet

A

BG

Use this Chart to plan your fabrics and colors for the 16 Block quilt
Block Size: 8”; 16 Block quilt center: 32” x 32”
Fabric Supplies
-- 1 yard background fabric (white, light) identified as A in picture above). Recut into 2-1/2“ x wof strips and
then again into 96 rectangles 2-1/2” x 4-1/2“. All A patches are cut from the same fabric.
-- 1/2 yard various white and black prints (identified by BG in picture above). A fat quarter (18” x 21”) will yield
8 BG units; 1/2 yard of a single print will yield the needed 16. Or for more variety, four 8-1/2” x 21/22” will yield
the needed 16 BG patches
-- Solid Red for the “spikes”: 1/4 yard. Recut this into 24 rectangles 2” x 6”. ALSO, 1/8 YARD for the base
triangles (a total of 10 squares 4” x 4”)
-- Black & White prints for the “spikes”: 1/4 yard, recut into 24 rectangles 2” x 6”. For variety, select various
prints for a total of 24 rectangles 2” x 6” mixed.
-- Black & White print for base triangles: Ten 4” squares
*****BRING ALL EXTRA FABRICS TO CLASS*****

